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President’s Message
By Dave Trahan
Deerfield, New Hampshire

S

Pups & New Members

pring is here and puppies are being born. From the looks of
the number of registered new pups, we will have a very busy
spring and fall training and testing season. NAVHDA’s foundation is built on people training and testing dogs in our system.
Because of that, we have been able to develop a comprehensive
database in which we can look up the testing results of the versatile breeds, look up individual sires and dams, look up dogs from
their previous litters and lineage, and research both the breed and
breeding we are looking for. As members of NAVHDA, we are
extremely lucky to have this information available to us.
After you have done some basic research into the different
breeds (including consulting sporting dog reference books and online breed club websites) you need to think about the breed you
want in terms of where and what you are going to hunt—that may
have a big impact on your decision of what breed to get. When
you meet the breeders, talk to them about their breeding program
and ask what type of hunting they do. Are both the sire and dam
hunted? Do they live in a house or are they kennel dogs? Ask the
breeders what they are looking for in a breeding program—that
will tell you how they measure the quality of their dogs.
From that point, you must decide what gender you want. Breeders can inform you of the pros and cons of males versus females.
As a breeder, I always ask what type are you looking for—male or
female? What is the home like? Do you have kids and how old are
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they? How much hunting do you do? That’s when I can tell them a
little about what I see in the litter, letting them know what I think
is best for them.
I also introduce people to NAVHDA’s training and testing program, hoping they will get hooked on the advantages of training
their puppy with others who own versatile dogs. Without breeders
producing litters, we would not have new blood in our organization. Breeders are the ones who encourage puppy buyers to train
and test their dogs with us. When we have a litter of pups, we tell
our puppy buyers that our dogs hunt a wide variety of birds, but
we also test them to prove our stock. In turn, we talk to them about
training their new puppy and hope we can convince them to test.
We inform them they are not doing anything different in a hunting
training program than what we would for preparing to test.
In our chapter we have many new members with new pups this
year—it looks like it will be a great training year. Teaching new
members how to train their pups is always a challenge when you
have the first-time owner of a hunting dog. It’s not easy, but, with
the knowledge of chapter members, they have a great opportunity
for many years of experience in NAVHDA.
With that help, we can foster them through a training system that
will help them prepare their dog for hunting. That’s why NAVHDA
is the top dog training organization in the country—we have a lot
to offer to our members. Happy training!
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About
The Cover
Story & Photos By Kevin Billy
San Clemente, California

PUPPYHOOD &
BIRD EXPOSURE
H

ow to introduce my pup to birds,
and when, is a question that I have
wrestled with since owning two
pointing dogs. I own two Vizslas, Mika,
who is four years old, and her daughter,
Moxi, who is now four months old.
To be clear, I am a member with the
Southern California NAVHDA Chapter
and new to bird-dog training. What I’ve
learned from NAVHDA, articles, DVDs,
and help from the professionals in my
chapter and others is this: the best time to
start the introduction to birds with puppies
is somewhere between 12 – 20 weeks old.
Goals should be limited, focused and exciting to help establish, strengthen, and solidify prey drive. I like to see puppies bold,
confident and aggressive. And from what
I’ve experienced, I think the best way to
achieve this goal is to set a schedule, using the formula of bird-building blocks as
a guide.
To start, I find a quiet place. I’ve used
my fenced back yard, the side of my house,
and have put a check cord on the pup out
in the field. These areas should be free of
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and not to interfere. At this time I’m not
concerned if the pup doesn’t point or retrieve – my goal is to stimulate prey drive,
not obedience training.
Once I see no hesitation with the quail, I
step-it up and bring out a defrosted pigeon,
and later move to a live pigeon, and repeat
the same formula. One caution, because
pigeons are bigger, I will often lock the
wings to prevent them from flapping so as
not to frighten the puppy, then will unlock
their wings once I see confidence and aggressiveness has been established.
And lastly, I introduce a defrosted chukar. I play the same game of fetch and
tease the pup to plant interest with something that is much bigger, always repeat-

ing the same formula – live bird to follow,
flight feathers removed, and allow the pup
to focus in a controlled area without interference.
In short, I found this technique of introduction works well. It helps lay the
foundation to stimulate drive and keeps it
interesting and fun for me and the puppy.
I always quit the exercise on a high point
and careful not to over-train. I believe a
better prepared puppy with a foundation
of bird introduction is more likely to succeed in the field and will be eager to start
the next chapter in their development as a
polished bird dog, a partner for life, who
doesn’t tire of the game.
“Hunt ‘em up!”

other dogs, people, gunfire—anything that
may distract the puppy. With each exposure, I perform the same exercise in the sequence two to five times before moving on
to the next level in the introduction (hence
the building blocks) and I will not rush the
pup. If I have a set-back, I will retreat back
to the previous level, allowing the pup to
gain its confidence. Remember, each level
is important, and jumping ahead too fast
may cause some confusion.
For example, I start off by dragging a
wing on a string to entice, and then move
on to a defrosted quail, as they are small
and fit nicely in the pup’s mouth. I will
drag and throw the quail for the pup. Once
I see keen interest and the pup is excited
with the game, I move on to the next step
by dropping a live quail in this same area.
You will need to remove six to eight flight
feathers from the bird or tape them to prevent the bird from flying.
The flapping of a clipped wing bird is
intoxicating to a young puppy. During this
first introduction of a live bird, I find it best
to allow the puppy to investigate the bird
May 2017
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PUPPY PICS
10 Quick & Easy Tips

S

mart phones, tablets and compact cameras
have made taking pictures a piece of cake. As
any cake lover knows, however, there are cellophane-wrapped, dye-colored convenience store sugar
rush slabs and there are moist, fluffy layers of airy
deliciousness covered with scrumptious dark truffle
chocolate elegance. Drool aside...smart phones,
tablets and compact cameras produce a similar range
of results when it comes to the photos they produce.
Cell phone and point-and-shoot technology has
advanced remarkably. Viewed on screen, the photos

By Nancy Anisfield

Contributing Editor
Hinesburg, Vermont

these handy cameras take usually look pretty good.
They offer enormous convenience if you want to share
your pics via Facebook, Messaging, Instagram, etc.,
but enlarge them on a computer or print out hard
copies, and the outcome is blurry. Also disappointing
are the shots where the puppy’s head looms disproportionately over its body or its face is hidden in shadow.
Here are a few easy things you can do to avoid puppy
photo pitfalls and guarantee whoever you show your
pics to will see how incredibly adorable the little
spud really is.

9.4” X 5.4” AT 300 PIX/INCH.
PHOTO BY PATTI CARTER
WITH A NIKON COOLPIX 2700.

1

For the best resolution from a compact camera, use the largest JPEG file size available
in the camera’s menu of settings. If you want to blow up the photo on screen, make
a print or send it to a publication (like VHD!) you’ll need the larger file for clarity. A
standard cell phone photo set to the 300 pixels per inch which is generally required for
magazine printing results in a photo only 1.6” x 2”. It would be very grainy enlarged to
even a quarter page size.
   Some smart phones also let you set the image file size. Newer tablets let you select a
size after taking the picture if you want to email or share it, giving you the option of a
quicker send versus a larger image.

6
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Avoid using a digital zoom. They don’t really zoom;
they crop the photo and fill in what they think needs
to be there. That results in a grainy or blotchy look.
Standard advice says, “Zoom with your feet.” In other
words – get closer to your puppy rather than relying on
a digital zoom.

ZOOM IN WITH YOUR FEET.
PHOTO BY MISI KNUTSON
WITH A CELL PHONE.

3

With a compact camera, use the AUTO, continuous, or motion
setting. Unless the puppy is snoozing, he’s probably in motion.
A lot of the fancy modes – portrait, background blur, preset
scenes – will interfere with the focusing system. Continuous, also
called “burst,” takes a series of images while you hold the shutter
down. How fast and how many varies depending on the camera. The
advantage of continuous is that you get several shots to choose from.
As the auto-focus tries to grab the subject, you may get a few blurry
shots but you’ll probably get at least one or two that are sharp. Very
often you’ll find subtle differences to choose from in the same basic
photo – things like eyes open a little wider or a tail wag visible instead of hidden by the body. If you’re a diehard smart phone photographer, consider downloading one of the camera apps that give you
mode options like those on a compact camera.

PHOTO TAKEN IN CONTINUOUS MODE
BY NANCY ANISFIELD WITH A CANON REBEL.

4

Clean your lens. Obvious, yes, but when that
cell phone or compact camera has been hanging
around in your pocket or bird vest, it can pick up
all sorts of nasty lint, puppy treat crumbs, spent shell
powder, brush debris, etc.
A CLEAN LENS IS IMPORTANT.
PHOTO BY CINDY TRACY
WITH A NIKON COOLPIX S9100.

May 2017
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Use the grid. Select “grid on” in your smart phone or tablet
settings. On a point-and-shoot, find one of the AF settings
that offers a center square or grid pattern when it locks into
focus. This will help you keep the camera level and will help
you compose using the rule of thirds (see below).

USE THE GRID TO KEEP THE CAMERA LEVEL.
PHOTO BY NANCY ANISFIELD
WITH A RICOH WG-4.

6
GET DOWN TO THE GROUND.
PHOTO BY NANCY ANISFIELD
WITH A LUMIX DMC-FZ8.

7

Get down to your puppy’s level. Unless you’re taking a puppy portrait, to avoid the Mr. Potato Head look (all head and no
body), you have to either get down on the ground or get the
puppy up to your eye level. Crouch or lay flat on the ground to take
the photo. Another option is to put the puppy on a training table, truck
tailgate, rock wall or elevated porch decking – some place where you
can stand or kneel, putting the camera level with the pup.

USE NATURAL LIGHT.
PHOTO BY PATTI CARTER
WITH A NIKON COOLPIX S3500.

Unless you’re a studio pro with bounce lighting and
backdrops, use natural light. It’s important to look for
light angled toward your puppy. Bright sun behind
the pup can create an silhouette effect from the back-lighting, but you won’t see detail or expression.

8

The rule of thirds. If you were to draw lines dividing an image into nine
sections (three down and three across) the intersections of those lines are
the spots where viewers eyes most naturally look. Placing your subject(s)
in one or more of those intersections will engage the viewer more effectively
than putting the subject right in the center of the photo.
8
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BE CREATIVE WITH LOCATION AND PROPS.
PHOTO BY PATTI CARTER
WITH A NIKON COOLPIX S3300.

EYES ARE THE KEY TO EXPRESSION.
PHOTO BY NANCY ANISFIELD
WITH A RICOH WG-4.

9

Go for expression and mood. In dog or puppy photos, the
eyes, paws and tails convey the most expression. Think out
of the box when it comes to props. If your photo is telling the
story of your puppy’s insatiable desire to learn about the world,
help tell that story by putting your puppy in an interesting environment it will want to explore (flower garden, pile of bumpers,
tool shed).

10

Get help. Have someone else place and chase the puppy while you take the photos. You can have them make
bright noises or wave a hat to get the puppies’ attention,
but don’t overdo it. Puppies have short attention spans, and after
the first few tweets on a whistle or jingly bells rings, they’ll tune
it out. Be patient!

BE PATIENT – IT’S WORTH IT! PHOTO BY MISI CARTER
WITH A CELL PHONE.
May 2017
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PUPPY PHOTO SHARING

WET ACRES FFURRY FRITZE, A WIREHAIRED POINTING GRIFFON. THE
FRITZE IS SHORT FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH WORD “SNICKLEFRITZ,” WHICH MEANS A MISCHIEVOUS CHILD. HER CALL NAME IS BRIAR
ROSE AFTER THE CHARACTER SLEEPING BEAUTY. ~RICHARD AARON

THIS IS JUNIPER CREEKS EARLY SEASON SYRUS, PUDELPOINTER,
POINTING A QUAIL AT FOUR MONTHS. LOTS OF PROMISE IN THIS
LITTLE FELLA. ~ MATT MORGAN

CYRUS, 12-WEEK-OLD GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER.
PHOTOGRAPH BY LIFE ON LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHY,
OWNED BY WAYNE AND CRYSTAL RANDALL.

THE MOTHER IN THE PIX IS VC SHARP SHOOTERS TEUTONIC TEMPTRESS
(ELKE) AND THE PUPPY IS SHARP SHOOTERS GODDESS OF THE SEA (TIA).
TIA WAS TWO DAYS OLD IN THE PICTURE. ~ KEN MCADOW

10
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MY 14-WEEK-OLD GRIFFON PUPPY, PAGESKA’S EM ZOE,
WITH MY SON, JACKSON. THEY WERE BOTH EAGER FOR
AN AFTERNOON SIESTA FOLLOWING A FULL SATURDAY AND SUNDAY MORNING OF CHASING QUAIL AND
TABLE WORK WITH THE FLORIDA PALMETTO CHAPTER.
TAYLOR DAVENPORT CAPTURED THEIR NAP AS SHE
WALKED BY. ~ CHIP WATSON
www.navhda.org
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OUTLANDER’S DAUNTLESS O’DELLE, GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
POINTER. “DAUNTLESS” IS FROM AN ENCOUNTER SIX-WEEK‐OLD
DELLE HAD WITH THE BREEDER’S FARM GEESE, IN WHICH SHE WAS
SURROUNDED BY THEM BUT DIDN’T BACK DOWN, AND LUNGED
BACK WHEN ONE WENT AFTER HER, SENDING ALL THE GEESE
SCURRYING BACK TO THEIR PEN. ~ TIM GRIFFIN.

May 2017
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THUNDERHILL’S ZEKE VON STRAUSS, GERMAN WIREHAIRED
POINTER, AT SEVEN WEEKS. ~ JEFF PAULUS.

HURRICANE ARIA ZEKE, GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER.
PHOTO BY SARAH SEELEY. ~ JUSTIN NAGEL

www.navhda.org
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Ask
Dr. Boyer
By Lisa Boyer, DVM
Loomis, California

Dr. Lisa Boyer is an emergency medicine veterinarian who practices
both Western and integrative medicine in California. She breeds, trains,
hunts and shows Wirehaired Pointing Griffons in northern California
Please contact her at getagriffon@gmail.com. She welcomes suggestions for future articles.
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THOSE PEARLY
WHITES

Taking Care Of Puppy Teeth
To Ensure Adult Health

O

ne of the best things about a puppy is “puppy
breath.” For me, it is one of the highlights when
I’m raising puppies. I know, it sounds strange, but
that puppy breath has the ability to calm me down when
I’m stressed. They should bottle the fragrance! The worst
things however, are those sharp little puppy teeth. This
article will discuss puppy’s mouths and the dental issues
that you should be aware of when raising your puppy.
Careful attention to your puppy’s mouth will help ensure
that your pup will be able to retrieve and hold birds in
their mouth without an issue and will set your puppy up
for a lifetime of oral health.
Fortunately for the dam, puppies are born toothless.
This gives them time to nurse their pups comfortably
and adjust to lactation prior to being assaulted by “land
sharks.” At about two weeks of age however, tooth eruption begins and is usually complete by eight to ten weeks
of age. Puppies have 28 deciduous (baby) teeth. The incisors (front teeth) erupt first at two to three weeks, followed by the canines at five to six weeks and the pre-molars at six to ten weeks. This time-line differs by breed
of dog and environment, but you should see a full set of
28 teeth by 10 weeks of age. Deciduous teeth are smaller
and softer than permanent teeth and may fracture more
easily. They may also appear darker in color, especially
around the time when they are ready to fall out.
At about three to four months of age, the permanent
incisors being to erupt. The canine teeth appear between
four and six months along with the premolars. The molars are the last to arrive at five to seven months. Dogs
have 42 permanent teeth—22 in the upper jaw and 20 in
the lower jaw. Both jaws have six incisors, two canines
and eight premolars. The lower jaw has six molars, while
the upper jaw contains four.
One of the reasons you should take your pup to a veterinarian at least once a month between 8 weeks and 20
weeks of age is that your veterinarian monitors dental
development. This is an important aspect of your dog’s
life and skipping developmental exams may impact your
dog’s ability to eat, hold game or may contribute to a
lifelong issue with periodontal disease. Upon your pup’s
initial examination, the veterinarian will look at your
dog’s palate, it’s bite (occlusion) and the presence of lack
of deciduous teeth.

www.navhda.org
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SCISSOR BITE

BASE NARROW CANINES

Sometimes, puppies are born with a “cleft palate.” A cleft palate
is the result of failure of the two sides of the palate (roof of the
mouth) to fuse. This results in an opening between the nasal passages and the mouth. Usually, this is noticed very early on in the
puppy’s development (prior to eight weeks of age) as they have
respiratory signs, difficulty eating and are poor doers. Cleft palate
is generally a congenital (hereditary) condition, but exposure to
certain toxic substances during pregnancy can also be an underlying cause. Treatment of a cleft palate is surgical, often at three to
four months of age.
Normally, dogs have what is referred to as a “scissors bite” (see
photo above). This is where the upper incisors overlap the lower
incisors and the lower canines fit between the upper third incisors and the upper canines. Anything other than this (underbite,
overbite, cross-bite, butt bite, etc.) is considered a “malocclusion.”
There are several types of malocclusions, and the important things
is to point out to your veterinarian if you notice your dog has anything other than a scissors bite. There are times that a malocclusion
resolves on its own, but there are types of malocclusions where
early intervention will generally solve the issue and prevent future
problems. Sometimes, referral to a dental specialist for surgery or
orthodontic intervention is needed for severe issues.
One of the most common issues I see is called “retained deciduous teeth” or “mixed dentition.” What this means is that the baby
teeth have not fallen out when the adult teeth have erupted. This results is abnormal positioning of the adult teeth and is a precursor to
adult periodontal disease. If you see that the adult teeth are erupting
and the deciduous teeth are still present, your veterinarian may want
to remove the retained deciduous teeth. Do not try to pull them yourself as these teeth have very long roots and improper extraction can
cause dental abscesses, retained roots, jaw fracture and other issues.
Base narrow canines are another common issue that can impact
your dog’s ability to hold game. As the canine teeth are erupting,
their positioning in the mouth causes the tops (crowns) of the teeth
to touch the gum tissue in the upper jaw (see photo). If caught while
the puppy still has it’s baby teeth, often extraction of the baby teeth
results in the adult teeth moving into the correct permanent position.
If extraction is not an option or not needed, sometimes having your
pup carry a ball between the lower canines will exert gentle pressure
on the deciduous canines and move them into correct position. If
this occurs in adult teeth, an orthodontic appliance is used to move
the teeth into correct position. This condition is thought to be genetic and combination of dam/sire that produce this defect should not
continue to be bred together.

May 2017
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TEACH YOUR PUP TO ALLOW BRUSHNG

If I told you that spending one to two minutes a day paying attention to your dog’s teeth would save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars over the lifetime of your dog, would you do it? We all
get busy, but one of the most important things you can do with
your puppy is to teach it to allow you to brush its teeth. For about
$7, you can purchase a dog dental kit with pet toothpaste, a finger
brush and an angled brush. It is very simple to train your puppy.
Start by getting your puppy used to handing his face. Use treats
as needed. Then, put a small dab of pet toothpaste (do not use
human products as they can be toxic) on your finger and let your
pup lick it off. The toothpastes are flavored and dogs generally
like them. The next step is to get your pup to allow you to take
your finger and slide it between the gum and the cheek. Move
your finger in slow circular motions like you would a toothbrush.
Eventually graduate up to a finger brush or the angled brush.
Within a week, your pup should look forward to this interaction.
As a puppy is teething, this feels good to them. For the life of
your dog, if you do this every night for a minute or two, going over the upper and lower teeth/gums between the cheek, you
probably will avoid the need for expensive dental cleaning in the
future, or at least significantly decrease the frequency with which
they need to be done.
All puppies go through a chewing and teething stage. Puppies
need toys and chews. What are the best things to chew on for a puppy? There are many opinions on this topic. When considering safe
chew toys, remember that the deciduous dentition is softer than
the permanent adult teeth and can fracture more easily. Chews like
hard bones, antlers and cow hooves do not have any give to them
and cause tooth fractures. Personally, I tend to use Nylabone and
Kong products as they are generally safe. There are some puppy
chew toys that can be frozen and offer additional relief to a teething puppy. Bully sticks, rawhides, rope toys and other chews can
be swallowed and cause gastrointestinal issues. Some products are
labeled for safety by “Veterinary Oral Health Council” You may
find their certification on products to be helpful in determining
what to purchase. Whatever toys you choose, please do not leave
your puppy unattended while chewing on them. Remove the toys
when they are too small and can be swallowed.
Maintaining your dog’s mouth in good condition is an important
aspect of hunting. Frequent veterinary exams during the growth
period and starting a puppy off right with oral care (daily tooth
brushing) and ensuring proper development by regular oral examinations will help ensure your puppy will want to retrieve and hold
birds when it starts to hunt.

www.navhda.org
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Homing
Pigeons
How They Do It,
Tips For Starting A New Loft,
And Ways To Ensure Your
Birds Make It Back Home

T

he use of homing pigeons in hunting dog training
is now widespread; pigeons have become one of
the most important and useful tools used to introduce dogs to birds, train steadiness, and simulate flushing
birds when training backing. Professional trainers have
used them for years, but more and more avid, non-professionals are starting up new coops. Two questions
commonly asked of people who have successful coops
are 1) How do homing pigeons do it? And 2) How can I
train my birds to come home reliably? With this in mind,
we contacted Dr. Verner P. Bingman, a Professor of Psychology at Bowling Green State University in Ohio. Dr.
Bingman is among the world’s leading experts on animal
navigation and has published over 100 scientific articles
focusing primarily on how homing pigeons navigate
home and the brain mechanisms they use to do it. Fortunately, Dr. Bingman was happy to share his knowledge
regarding both questions. And for the record, he had no
idea they were used in dog training – he had as many
questions for us as we did for him!
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VHD: Thanks for speaking with us, Dr. Bingman. First, how do
pigeons find their way home? And second, do they use different
strategies for familiar, close places, vs. novel, far places?
The first thing that pigeons must do when released away from
home is figure out where they are relative to the loft. And how they
do this depends on whether they are released in a new, novel location or one that they have been released from several times before.
The really special ability of homing pigeons is demonstrated
when they’re asked to return home from a place they’ve never
been to before. And the source of that positional information has
been controversial. But I embrace the hypothesis that that positional sense is based on variation in the distribution of atmospheric
odors. In other words, they’re able to use smell to locate their initial
position relative to the home loft. There are large variations in the
strength of environmental odors in different places, and pigeons
take advantage of these place-related odor variations by using a
highly specialized sense of smell dedicated in part to the extraction
of spatial information. Pigeons learn these place-related variations
in odors during training (discussed below), and can then use these
variations in odor strength to infer where they are when they’re released. Having said that, there are influential researchers in the field
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who believe that source of positional information that homing pigeons can use from distant, unfamiliar sites is based on predictable
variation in the earth’s magnetic field, but this is a longstanding
controversy. If you ask me, my money is on olfactory (smell) cues
as the source of that positional information. And it may well be
that pigeons in different locations may be predisposed to use odors
in one location and the earth’s magnetic field in another. But from
my scientific perspective, the available data say ‘yes’ to olfaction
and ‘no’ to the earth’s magnetic field.
If pigeons are released from the same place over and over, flying
over familiar terrain, this is where they can rely on a second source
of information to locate their position in space relative to home, and
that’s relying on familiar landmarks and landscape features. So this
is a shorter distance navigational mechanism. The distance over
which it’s operational depends on the experience of the birds, but
generally people consider this working from maybe 10 to 20 miles
out. And again, it’s reliant on experience with these places before;
it’s reliant on the animal’s recognizing and using familiar landscape
features or familiar landmarks, to navigate over the space.
These “map senses” —the olfactory or magnetic field-based positional information used for unfamiliar areas and the landmark- or
landscape-based visual-based map near the loft, is complemented
by a second tool that they have, and that is their compass sense or
the directional sense. So the maps first allow the animals to locate
their positions in space, and that positional data then is typically
conceptualized as being converted into a compass direction. In other
words, I know where I am in relation to my goal, that’s coded as a
direction—let’s say south—but then I need to rely on a different
compass mechanism, or directional mechanism, to locate south.
And here there are two prominent sensory compasses that homing
pigeons can use to identify this direction that they need to fly in. One
is based on the sun, and one is based on the earth’s magnetic field.
So let me be clear here. Whereas I have doubts about the earth’s
magnetic field being used in the context of determining their position at release, I’m very confident that the earth’s magnetic field is
used as a compass cue, as a directional cue, to guide the orientation
of the animals once they begin their homing flight.

VHD: So once they figure out where they are relative to the loft
when they’re released, they use both the sun and magnetic fields
to figure out which direction to fly?
Yes, exactly – for pigeons the sun is the prevailing cue; the magnetic compass is thought to kick in mainly under overcast conditions,
and in terms of homing performance, certainly pigeons perform
better under sunny skies than cloudy skies. In other words, the
compass mechanism based on the sun seems to be more reliable
than the one based on the earth’s magnetic field. In terms of training and things like that, you can expect better performance from
the pigeons under sunny conditions than under cloudy conditions.
The second thing I wanted to add is that there is evidence that
when pigeons are relying on landmarks and landscapes in that familiar visual space, they will be less dependent on these compass
mechanisms. So you can have interference in the compass information and they can still get home when they’re in that familiar
space. But if you interfere with their compass information from
a location they’ve never been to before, whether they’re relying
on the so-called navigational map based on odors, or the earth’s
magnetic field, then they’re doomed.
VHD: If I’m starting a new loft, do I need to confine my pigeons
to the aviary at first, before letting them fly, and if so, how long?
First let me say that it’s very hard to “settle” adult birds that have
already adopted another location as their loft – by that I mean if a
bird already has a “home” loft, it’s going to be tough to get them
to adopt your loft as their new home. It can be done, but there’s a
lot of training involved. You’re much better off starting out with
birds that are four weeks old, five weeks old, that have never flown
around the loft at which they were born. That will make life a
whole lot easier. Okay, so the short answer to your question is,
yes, absolutely, you have to build up familiarity, and the first step
is “gate training” where you teach them to go through the “bob”
door. Rig it so birds can go either way at first and shoo them out
the door onto the landing platform, but make sure you put a cage

GATE TRAINING: THE LANDING BOARD SHOULD INITIALLY BE ENCLOSED SO YOUR PIGEONS CAN LEARN THEIR SURROUNDINGS AND HOW TO ENTER THE
BOB DOOR. NOTE THAT ON THIS COOP, THERE ARE TWO DOORS, ONE A STANDARD BOB DOOR AND ANOTHER (ON THE RIGHT) WHICH IS A SLIDING DOOR.
BIRDS CAN BE MADE TO EXIT THE SLIDING DOOR, WHICH IS THEN CLOSED; BIRDS MUST THEN USE THE BOB DOOR TO RE-ENTER THE COOP.
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around the platform so they can get a panoramic view of the landscape but can’t fly away. During this time they’ll be learning the
position of the entrance into the loft and get a sense of where that
entrance is, without starting to fly away.
Once they’re going in and out of the gate reliably, then you let
them free fly around the loft. It’s usually best to have them free
fly in groups. These are social animals that like to be with other
pigeons, so the more that are free flying, the more they’ll tend to
be cohesive, the more they’ll rely on a cohesive intelligence. Some
people have them fly with adult birds, who already know how to
get in and out – and that can be good. The danger with that though
is that if an adult bird chooses to fly away for whatever reason for a
while, and the young birds follow, they might not yet be fit enough
to follow that older bird back from wherever it may go. Now the
spontaneous distance moved by these pigeons is usually not more
than two, three miles, four miles, right? So it usually shouldn’t be
that big of a deal. If they’re reluctant to go out on their own, you
basically push them out of the gate from the loft and then have
them fly around. You could do that four or five times, and then you
would crate them up, you’d put them in a box, and then you’d take
them maybe a quarter mile away to a place where clearly you can
see the loft, they can see the loft. And then you incrementally bring
them farther and farther out. You might bring them out a half mile,
then maybe a mile, and then maybe two miles, then maybe five
miles, gradually extending the distance.

VHD: So it sounds like what we’re doing during this phase is
building on these sort of visual landscape cues that they initially
learned from their free flights.

VHD: Will this strategy differ if we want train in only one area
vs two or more areas? That is, if we train in the same place all
the time, will our strategy be different than if we train in different
places?

VHD: What if I want to train my birds to fly home from virtually anywhere?

Yes, if you’re always training in the same place, you would be
better off biasing the birds, training them in the direction towards
that one site. Now, if you’re using multiple sites in different directions, say one North of home and one South of home, you should
alternate between the two different directions, again gradually increasing the distance.
Training should be done under sunny conditions with light
winds. You don’t want to do this in clouds, you don’t want to do
this in rain, and you certainly don’t want to do this in heavy winds,
because heavy winds can just blow them into Palookaville, especially the young ones that aren’t strong yet.

Right. Basically they’re “building” a visual map of the familiar
space, expanding that visual map to farther and farther distances.
But, at the same time, they’re also learning about how variations in
atmospheric odors are changing with respect to different directional
displacements. And they’re also learning about how the sun is moving in the sky because they have to calibrate how they’re using the
sun and it’s apparent motion. The sun’s horizontal position obviously changes throughout the day, and they have to learn that, so there’s
lots of learning going on.
VHD: So, if we have experienced birds that we’ve worked from
two separate directions, and they’re now flying home from two
separate locations 30 miles away, is it reasonable to assume that
we could take them then to a novel place and be reasonably sure
they’d come home?
That depends. Novel in what direction? So let’s say you’re training
them to north and east. If you now took them to the south and west
and they hadn’t had much training there, not necessarily. On paper,
it should. Put it this way, the performance will be better from the
training directions than from the untrained directions.

If you want the birds to build a flexible map, a truly flexible map,
the training should be symmetrical from home in all 4 directions
at increasing distances. So you move them north, south, east, and
west. That’s what we would do, in our kinds of experiments, where
we want the animal to build a basically symmetrical map around the
home loft. If you’re training in only one or two places, you’ll get
better performance if the training is done mainly from the directions
toward your training grounds.
It’s the same with the racers (racing pigeons). The racers only
train from one direction. If you go to Hoboken, New Jersey or something and find a guy with a loft on the roof with racers, they typically
only train from the west because on the East Coast, all the races start
from the west – that is, birds are driven west a couple hundred miles
and released. Which is different from what the researchers do, who,
again, are more interested in the symmetrical map. The reason why
a bird in New Jersey can get back from Chicago is because it has
been trained to fly east. So what they do is they fly east until they encounter some kind of familiar stimulus, and then they begin the navigational process. But from Chicago they’re not initially navigating,
they’re simply going east because that’s been the training direction.
VHD: I read something suggesting that homing pigeons might
sometimes use highways to navigate, so in other words, following
Route 80 to get home from many miles away. True?

RICK HOLT © 2017
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Highways are just another landscape feature, a linear landscape feature; it’s like a coastline. I’ve seen the tracks, I’ve seen the data. It’s
real. I mean, I’m not saying every pigeon does it all the time, and not
every pigeon is doing that cute little story, you know, following the
highway and then getting off at the exit, you know, actually going
around a little cloverleaf. [laughs] Right? I mean those are exceptional examples, anecdotes really, but there’s no question that these
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animals are highly sensitive to linear landscape features and they will
use these linear landscape features to navigate or maintain a course, in
other words, giving them visual feedback so they’re not drifted away
from a particular direction. It’s hard to know that, but the evidence
would suggest that these road-following things are really part of their
navigational toolbox, and not simply used as kind of an online “drift
correction device,” for lack of a better term.
VHD: What weather conditions should we avoid when releasing
our birds?
Mist is no problem. Avoid fog, obviously, or anything that corrupts
visibility. Again, the sun compass is far better than the magnetic compass so that’s why you prefer sunny skies. On paper, they should come
back in cloudy conditions. but fog of course will obscure any kind of
access to visual cues, and they’re always going to use visual cues to
close out the flight. So they’ll be stuck somewhere.
But by far the most dangerous weather element for homing pigeons is wind, because even if it’s raining or it’s foggy they just like
sit down, and when the fog lifts or the rain stops they can finish the
flight. But if the wind blows them off somewhere beyond the range of
their learned maps, they’re usually gone.
VHD: I guess one of the last questions that I had is a sort of a bigger
picture question, and that is about the relationship between homing
pigeon mechanisms and these much longer migration mechanisms
that other birds use to travel thousands of miles.
Migratory birds, homing pigeons, they’re all going to use visual landmarks, visual landscape features when they’re navigating over familiar space. The question you want to ask yourself is that when there’s
a Swainson’s Thrush or something like that in Peru, getting ready to
migrate to, you know, Alaska, is it using the same kind of olfactory
map? And again, this is speculative. But what I can say is that the
existing evidence suggests that the farther away the animal is from its

goal, the more useful information from the earth’s magnetic field will
be. The problem with the earth’s magnetic field in terms of positional
information is it changes in time and space; it’s really very noisy; it
doesn’t provide a reliable spatial signal over short distances. But over
long distances, it would provide a more reliable spatial signal. So I’ve
speculated, along with a colleague Ken Chang, that with these migratory birds, they may actually be relying on a relatively crude geomagnetic map that keeps them more or less in the right corridor with
respect to eventually reaching their goal location. And then as these
birds get closer, when they get into homing pigeon distances, say 50
miles, then yeah, maybe they might be using something olfactory as
well. There’s some evidence for that. And then they rely on visual
landmarks. So if we view homing pigeons as a two-step navigational
problem from an unfamiliar site, relying on a navigational map to
bring you very close to your home loft, and then rely on a visual map
to finish off the navigational challenge, I conceptualize the migratory
bird thing as a three-step kind of process. You use a long-range, low
resolution map that could be based on the earth’s magnetic field to get
within a hundred miles or so. Once you’re within a hundred miles,
you can transition then to, perhaps, again, an olfactory-like map, that
pigeons have, that then bring[s] you closer to your eventual goal,
when visual cues would kick in, and you would finish off. And that’s
why you get the same bird in the same field every year.
But it’s all highly speculative. So put it this way: in migratory birds,
we know much less about the map sense. Yeah. That’s just the reality.
And again, there’s accumulating evidence for magnetic fields being
interesting in caged birds during their migratory period. And oddly
enough, there’s evidence in the field that olfaction may be important
for these guys, especially in some species, that they use olfaction, not
so much to know where they are with respect to their goal, but know
where they are with respect to some kind of migratory corridor.
VHD: Thanks so much Dr. Bingman – this was really fun and I’m
sure our readers will benefit tremendously.

Want to learn more fascinating fact about pigeons and their transformation from shy cliff-dwellers to a cheap food source to an
important messenger service to urban pest (and invaluable dog
training aid)? Then you must read Superdove: How the Pigeon
Took Manhattan ... And the World, by Courtney Humphries.

Dr. Verner Bingman is a Distinguished Professor in the
Department of Psychology at Bowling Green State University in Ohio, and is among the world’s leading experts on
animal navigation. He has published over 100 scientific articles on topics ranging from the navigational strategies of
spiders to the brain anatomy of birds, but he is best known
for his many ground-breaking studies on homing pigeons.
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Spotlight On:

The
Florida Palmetto
Chapter
By Palmetto Chapter Members

S

ince inception, the NAVHDA Florida Palmetto Chapter has
provided its members with a place to improve the hunting
skills of their versatile dogs. As the club name reflects, the
Floridian terrain of low brush and palmettos, along with acceptable weather conditions, offers a unique opportunity to hunt and
train year round. However, to bring the chapter to the next level,
there was a need for members to step up and get involved. The
current president, Bill Snyder, along with others from the chapter
adopted the phrase from the film Field of Dreams: “If you build
it, they will come.” With a strong belief in the NAVHDA system,
and much needed enthusiasm, they stepped up and got to work.
Snyder said, “I’ve trained at the Florida Palmetto Chapter for approximately 15 years and about a year and a half ago I recognized
a need for change. It was evident someone needed to step up and
help or I could possibly be out of a place to train along with this
chapter’s existence.”
Snyder and his team started by redesigning the website with the
inclusion of training tips, an updated calendar and everything anyone would need to know about joining the club and getting the
most out of a membership. A monthly newsletter was created,
posted on the website and emailed to its members. Chad Bumb,
webmaster and Secretary, secured several web domains to increase traffic and deliver search results for bird dog training in
Florida. Analytics show website traffic has quadrupled since the
digital overhaul and implementation of the newsletter, which is
now read monthly by over 500 users and growing.
Membership numbers are also increasing steadily and the Palmetto Chapter hosted its first snake clinic in 2016. In January of
2017, the club hosted its second snake clinic and 80 dogs were run
through a field setting of two different venomous snakes for our
area, doubling the entries from the previous year.
Roughly 14 weekends of the year, club trainings occur both Saturday and Sunday. During any given weekend one NAVHDA training
subject is discussed such as Whoa, Force Fetch, Healing and the
Four Parts of Steadiness. In addition to the discussions, the club offers hands on table work. Family oriented, the Palmetto chapter also
sponsors a cookout Saturday evening that everyone really enjoys.
Finding training sites that have ponds and are alligator free is
difficult. The club leases field space which requires $4500 of revenue a year, just to support their current programs. The club itself
May 2017
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has invested $10,500 into club gear, including a storage shed, bird
holding pens, an Auto Backer and a golf cart to cut down travel
time around the 40 acre field. A new pigeon coup has been added
with the idea to “Train with Pigeons, Polish with Quail.” Generating additional funds to support the club has been successful
through the creation of unique Palmetto Chapter merchandise.
The club’s most successful event to date was the fall 2016 test.
The weekend included a massive raffle offering up quail and duck
hunts, a tower shoot, Bird Dog Whiskey merchandise, Garmin
certificates, Palmetto Chapter apparel, and a handmade knife. A
whopping 60 people were in attendance for the Saturday night
dinner. The test ran smoothly, along with everything else thanks
to the Palmetto Chapter members. During that weekend, a brand
new scholarship fund, The Bill Snyder Family Youth Scholarship
Fund, was announced. Humbled by the recognition, Snyder said,
“Any club is nothing without its members and the Palmetto Chapter is privileged with an abundance of amazing members. Every
training weekend, there’s simply a large group of people helping
each other all with the common cause: love for a dog.”
The first Snyder Family Youth event was in April and consisted
of Wood Duck box construction, a little bit of trash collection, along
with lunch and homemade strawberry ice cream. The club is also
in the process of constructing tip-up traps for sale at the training
weekends, with the proceeds going to support the scholarship fund.
A bonus for the Florida Palmetto Chapter is the continued warm
weather in the winter that brings NAVHDA members and judges
to the state to escape the cold. This year, several individuals sought
out the club and provided training day help, test help and judging
while they were visiting. Meeting these individuals was truly an
inspiration for the club members.
In reflecting back over the club’s “Field of Dreams,” Snyder
said, “Although the Palmetto Chapter has room to grow, as you
look across the field, you can see the crop growing and grateful to
all who have helped to plant the seeds.”
To learn more about the NAVHDA Palmetto Chapter, please visit our website at www.floridapalmettonavhda.org.
Want to focus the spotlight on your chapter? Please send in a few
words about what makes your chapter special and unique. Submit to
navoffice@navhda.org with "Chapter Spotlight" in the subject line.
www.navhda.org
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ON THE
RIGHT TRACK
By Curtis Fry

New Brighton, Pennsylvania

Training The Conditioned Retrieve
Part two of two on how to train for the Invitational Blind Retrieve

A

s you recall in last month’s article, I mentioned that I had
been asked to describe how I train my dogs for the portion
of the Invitational Test known as the Blind Retrieve. So, to
build a good foundation of retrieve training we outlined the steps
to executing the Conditioned Retrieve with your dog. This is the
foundation of all retrieving exercises going forward. This month,
we will now apply the foundation work of the Conditioned Retrieve to teaching our dogs to perform the Blind Retrieve.
You will need a few basic training tools to start training for
the Blind Retrieve. First, you will need an assortment of orange
retrieving bumpers, an e-collar (I prefer a Garmin/Tritronics Pro
550), four white five-gallon plastic buckets, and your training
whistle. You may wonder why I specifically said to use orange
bumpers. In the retriever world, when trainers teach the Blind Retrieve, they use orange bumpers because of the fact that dogs can
distinguish the colors black and white much easier that they can
pick up on the color orange. Therefore, black and white bumpers
are much easier for them to see than orange bumpers. We want
to teach our dogs to rely on the handler to direct them to the area
of where game has been placed and then use their nose to hone
in on the exact location. If we use white or black bumpers, the
dog is more likely to start looking for the bumper using his vision
and perhaps ignoring the handler and his nose. So, we use orange
bumpers simply because our dogs have a harder time seeing them.
The following is given from the perspective of a handler who is
right handed. A right handed handler will place the dog on his left
side when executing a blind retrieve, and vice versa for a left handed
handler. The reason for this is that a right handed handler would heel
his dog on his left side because semi-auto and pump action shotguns
designed for right handed shooters eject the shell out the right side.
If the dog was on the right side of a right handed handler, an ejected
shell from these types of shotguns could potentially be ejected across
the line of sight of the dog and hinder a clear mark of shot game.
To begin our training, we are going to perform a training scenario
called “forcing to the back pile.” You remember from last month’s
20

article that we taught the BACK and OVER commands on our
whoa table. The exercise of “forcing to the back pile” will enhance
the dogs understanding and execution of the BACK command. To
begin the exercise of “forcing to the back pile” you want to place
one white bucket out in an open area with very low cover (you can
even do this in your yard). Place several orange bumpers at the
base of the bucket. Keep one bumper in your back pocket or in a
fanny pack. Walk back about 25 yards from the bucket and place
your dog at your side (at the heel position). Make sure your dog’s
body is in a straight line facing the white bucket. Command your
dog to SIT. Place your hand just above but between his eyes and
in front of his nose (don’t physically touch the dog). Imagine your
hand is a gun sight and you are “sighting” the dog to the bucket.
Command BACK and start stimulation on the e-collar. The dog
should run toward the white bucket. Keep applying stimulation
as the dog picks up one of the bumpers and returns to the heel
position. Once the dog has returned, stop stimulation and take the
bumper by commanding OUT. If your dog shows confusion when
you give the BACK command, call him back to your side, take the
bumper out of your back pocket and with your dog at heel, toss the
bumper into the pile (this is called ID the pile) and resend the dog
following the same the process of using your hand as a sight and
giving the BACK command. Repeat this process until the dog is
confidently retrieving all the bumpers without relying on you to ID
the pile. You will continue this same process as you increase the
distance of the retrieve from twenty-five yards until you get back
to about one hundred yards. I recommend that you increase the
distance in about fifteen or twenty yard increments. This process
could take a few weeks to complete depending on how many sessions you are able to do each day. Each time you start a new session with your dog, move up to the previous distance where your
dog performed the task correctly. Keep sessions short in duration
lasting maybe fifteen to twenty minutes. You will get better results
by doing more, shorter duration sessions than fewer, longer duration sessions. You will start to notice the dog leaning forward and
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locking his eyes on the bucket as you give him a line direction with
your hand. Once your dog is taking a direct line to the bucket and
returning in a direct line with the bumper at one hundred yards,
you are ready to advance to the next step.
The next step is a continuation of “forcing to the back pile” with
a slight twist. Start by going back to your starting point at twenty-five yards. This time set the dog up with a SIT command, but
have the dog facing you with the bucket and bumpers directly behind him. The dog should be between you and the bucket/bumper
pile. Make sure when you set the dog up, that his spine is in a
straight line to the bucket. Now, raise your right hand above your
head (like you are answering a question in school) and command
BACK at the same time start stimulation. The dog should turn
and go to the bucket and return with the bumper. Keep applying
stimulation until the dog returns with the bumper. If the dog gets
confused, set the dog up and ID the pile and repeat the command.
Keep doing this until your dog is confidently turning and taking
a direct line to the bucket and returning in a direct line with the
bumper. As before, increase the distance out to about 100 yards.
Once the dog is consistently performing this task out to one hundred yards, you are ready for the next step.
The next training task is called “the baseball diamond.” This
exercise is also very useful in training for the Invitation Double
Marked Retrieve. One training tip I give to everyone who asks
for my opinion on training for the Invitational is to make sure you
have completed the basic Blind Retrieve Training before starting
to train for the Double Marked Retrieve. Many people train both
of these tasks at the same time, but if you think about it, you are
allowed to handle the dog on the Double Marked Retrieve if the
dog has trouble on the “memory bird”. During training, how are
you going to handle the dog to the fall of the memory bird if he
doesn’t understand how to execute a blind retrieve? Handling a
dog to game that he did not see fall, or has become confused on
the location of, is accomplished by using hand signals to direct the
dog to the game, which is exactly what a blind retrieve is. To set up
May 2017
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“the baseball diamond” you place your four white buckets at each
location where the bases would be on a baseball field. Put three
or four bumpers at each bucket. Now, you and your dog stand
on what would be the pitcher’s mound on the baseball field. The
distance from pitcher’s mound to each of the buckets should only
be about twenty yards. Bring your dog to the heel position and
command SIT. Make sure you have a spare bumper in your pocket
or fanny pack. Give you dog a line by using your hand as a sight to
the home plate position and command back while applying stimulation. When the dog is returning with the bumper, turn your body
and face first base (rotating counter clockwise). Do this after the
dog has picked up the bumper and while he is on his way back
with the bumper, but before he arrives. As he approaches, give a
heel command and direct the dog to come to the heel position now
facing first base, and then command him to SIT. Stop stimulation
once the dog is in position. Command OUT and take the bumper.
Now repeat the process to the second base position, again turning
your body to now face second base as the dog returns. If at any
point your dog gets confused, call him to heel and ID the pile associated with the particular base you are directing him to. Repeat the
process of rotating through all the base positions. This will probably take several days to accomplish. Once the dog is confidently executing this drill in the counter clockwise direction, change
to clockwise direction. Start as before facing home plate, but this
time as the dog is returning, turn your body and face third base.
Continue this drill until you dog is confidently lining up at the heel
position as you turn your body to each base position continue to
command SIT. The last part of this drill is to continue in the same
manner, but mix the rotation of your body from counterclockwise
to clockwise and mix up the base positions. Once your dog is able
to execute this drill in different rotations to all the different base
positions, you are ready to progress to the next step. The purpose
of this drill is to teach the dog to line himself up according to your
body position. Many times, I see handlers at the Invitational Blind
Retrieve struggle to get their dog lined up facing the location on
www.navhda.org
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the far shoreline where the duck has been placed. You can’t touch
your dog to accomplish this during the test, so many times after struggling to get the dog to line up, the frustrated handler just
sends the dog. Most times the dog ends up swimming in the wrong
direction and now the handler has to attempt to cast the dog to get
it back on line.
Now we are going to return to the back pile, but instead of lining
the dog with the BACK command as previously described, we
are going to train the dog to take an OVER command. Again, you
will remember that we taught the basics of the OVER command
on the whoa table while teaching the “conditioned retrieve”. To
begin teaching the OVER command you place two buckets and
bumpers about fifty yards apart. Put your dog equidistant between
each bucket and command him to SIT. Now, walk out in front of
him several yards. One bucket should be to the dog’s left and one
should be to his right. Turn and face your dog and raise your right
hand out to your side parallel with the ground and your thumb
pointing down. Command OVER and start stimulation while taking a few steps to the right toward the right bumper pile. Your
dog should go to the right bucket and bumper pile and make the
retrieve. If you dog gets confused, bring him back to the original
location and ID the pile and resend him again with a hand signal
and stimulation. Continue this until your dog is consistently making a cast to the right bumper pile and returning with a bumper.
Then repeat the process to the left bucket and bumper pile. Once
your dog is consistently casting to the left and to the right, start to
mix up the direction that you cast your dog alternating between
the left and right locations. Continue until he is consistently able
to cast either to the right or left bucket and bumper pile. As you
progress this segment of your training, you will want to start to increase the distance between you and your dog prior to casting the
dog to the left or the right. I like to be able to stand about 50 yards
in front of my dog and be able to cast him left or right. Take it slow
and progress in small incremental steps. Remember to begin each
training session with several forcing to the back pile exercises at
100 yards and using the BACK command.
You will want to also teach your dog to stop and SIT on a whistle command. The next step in the Blind Retrieve Process will require your dog to be stopped with a whistle command. I like to
use a pea-less whistle that has a noticeably different pitch than the
whistle that I use for my other field commands. The type of whistle
you use is not important, just keep it consistent. To teach your dog
to stop to a whistle command, put him on a long lead and let him
walk around the yard. Blow one blast on the whistle and start stimulation with your e-collar. Immediately, give a SIT command and
a gentle tug on the leash to get the dog to turn and look at you. It
is important that the dog learns to turn and look at you. Otherwise,
he won’t be able to see your hand signal directing him to the game.
Continue to work this drill until you can blow the whistle and your
dog turns and sits on his own. Steadily increase the distance between you and your dog when you give the command until your
dog is able to execute a whistle sit out to 100 yards. When you
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begin this exercise, you dog will probably show some confusion.
Just be patient and don’t be afraid to give a few extra commands
or physically push his butt to the ground until he starts to figure out
what you are telling him to do. One effective method that I use to
help teach and reinforce this command is to incorporate a whistle
sit command at feeding time.
Now that you have completed training your dog to sit to a whistle, you are ready to put it all together and finalize your handling
drills before transferring everything to the water. The last step
in teaching your dog to cast back and over is called “the cross”.
The set-up is similar to the baseball diamond. Place one bucket
and bumper pile one hundred yards away at the “second base”
position. Additionally, place a bucket and bumper plie at the “first
base” and “third base” positions. The distance between “first” and
the “third base” positions should be about 100 yards. Now, place
your dog on a SIT at the “home plate” position. Line the dog to the
far bumper pile at the “second base” position with a BACK command and stimulation. Allow him to make a few retrieves. Now,
cast your dog as before and when he is directly between the “first
base” and “third base” positions give a whistle sit. If done correctly, your dog should turn and sit. Most likely, he will just continue to drive toward the “second base” bumper pile. Don’t worry.
Just move up about half the distance and repeat. Once your dog
is stopping and turning at the desired location between the “first”
and “third base” positions, cast him to the right bumper pile at the
“first base” position using an OVER command with a hand signal
and stimulation. Keep repeating the drill until you can consistently
stop him and cast him to the right. Repeat the entire process but
cast him left to the “third base” position. Last, mix it up by casting
him directly to the “second base” position and also stopping him
and casting him left or right. A trick that I like to use when doing
this drill is to mow paths in my field in the shape of a cross. The
mowed paths will help guide the dog to each location. It doesn’t
take much of a difference in the height of the mowed path versus
the rest of the field (even several inches) to help guide the dog.
At this point, your dog should fully understand the blind retrieve
task and know how to take a cast back, to the left, and to the right.
Now, I replace my orange bumpers with dead ducks and a few
Dokken Dead Fowl Trainers or similar style of retrieving bumper
that represents a duck. I spend a few days working the Cross pattern; however, at this point I also change the application of the
e-collar stimulus. Now, I give my command (BACK or OVER)
and only apply stimulus for the first few yards that the dog travels
or if the dog gives a refusal. If you have spent enough time building a strong foundation, the BACK and OVER commands should
be drilled into your dog’s mind, and it is likely he will execute the
command correctly without continued stimulation. Once your dog
can consistently stop to a whistle sit and be cast to all three “base”
positions without continued stimulation, you are ready to transfer
everything to the water.
To begin, your chosen water sight should allow for about a 30 to
40 yard retrieve directly across open water. Place your white bucket
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on the far shore along with a few dead ducks and representative
duck-style bumpers. You are going to execute the same four basic
steps that you did when training force to the back pile. Set up your
dog as you did when you started to force to the back pile. Line the
dog and command BACK. As before start the e-collar stimulus at
the same time that you give the command, but as the dog enters the
water and commits to swim, stop the e-collar stimulation. I have
found that once the dog commits to swim, he will likely continue
to the other side. If he does stop turn the stimulation back on and
command BACK as you raise your hand to cast him to the far
shore. Your dog should continue across the pond to the bucket and
make the retrieve. If he gets confused, call him back and repeat
the process. Continue in this manner until your dog consistently
makes the retrieve without confusion and the need for additional stimulation. Next, set your dog up facing you with the bucket
across the pond behind him. Cast him with the BACK command
and by raising your hand just as you did previously when forcing to
the back pile. Give stimulation the same time as the command and
shut off the stimulation when the dog commits to swimming across
the pond. Once your dog is comfortable with this step, set him up
facing you with the bucket across the pond to his right. Cast him
with an OVER command, and as before start the stimulation with
the command and stop when he commits to swimming. Repeat the
process casting him to the left using the same procedure. As your
dog gains confidence, increase the distance and repeat the entire
process. Start moving locations and using different types of water.
I like to use as many locations as I can find. A minimum would be
three different locations. If you can’t find three locations, run the
drills from the opposite shore of the pond. Give your dog as many
different looks as possible. When your dog will execute all four
basic steps at a distance of 100 yards, at multiple locations, you are
ready to proceed. Now, take the bucket away. And repeat the entire
process. If the dog shows confusion, shorten up the distance for a
few sessions until the dog has some success. Continue in this manner (without the bucket) for several sessions and until your dog is
able to make the 100 yard retrieve without the bucket as a visual
queue. We have used the bucket to help train the lining drills, now
the dog should have this mastered. He should understand to follow
the direction that you are giving him and have established enough
trust through continued success that if he follows your directions
he will be rewarded with a dead bird.
The last step is to use all three of your water sights and cast the
dog a minimum of 100 yards with a BACK command without
the bucket or any stimulation. Bring your dog to the heel position
and give him a line with your hand in front of his nose like a gun
sight. Command BACK to send him across the pond. Once your
dog can consistently accomplish this task, you have completed the
Blind Retrieve Training. I would highly recommend that you continue to keep your dog’s Blind Retrieve skills honed by practicing
blinds during routine training sessions before or after doing some
field work or double marks. Additionally, I like to travel to entirely
new locations, perhaps at a neighboring NAVHDA Chapter to test
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my dog’s ability on new water. Also, I like to try to find locations
where I can run a blind retrieve out to perhaps 150 yards. Remember, train hard and test easy.
I would like to give you one last thought on Blind Retrieve
Training. This article has been written from the viewpoint of
training for the NAVHDA Invitational Blind Retrieve. I’m not a
proponent of training specifically for a test or a particular test sequence. Rather, I prefer to train my dogs to accomplish a specific
task that will make them more useful in the field as a hunting
partner. So, blind retrieve training is not just for the Invitational.
There have been countless times during the early grouse season
when the leaves are still on the trees and the cover is thick where
my dog has had to execute a blind retrieve on a grouse because
he never had an opportunity to mark the fall of the bird. So, even
if you never plan to run in the NAVHDA Invitational, I would
still teach my dog to execute a blind retrieve. I hope you have
found these last two articles to be informative and useful. God
bless and good training.

Curtis Fry is a NAVHDA
Senior Judge, Invitational
Judge, and Clinic Leader.
He is also an AKC Performance Event Judge for
Field Trials/Hunt Tests. He
is the Owner/Operator
of Slamming Point Kennel with over 30 years of
dog training/handling experience with both pointing and retrieving breeds. Curtis has trained and handled six NAVHDA Versatile
Champions, many Natural Ability and Utility dogs, and many AKC
Master Hunters and Field Champions. He is a dedicated grouse and
waterfowl hunter.

A group of knowledgeable judges and trainers has been assembled and are available to answer your questions about training
and testing. The topic will vary each month based on the questions we receive from our VHD readers. Please send your questions to the NAVHDA Office at navoffice@navhda.org with “On
the Right Track” in the subject line.
www.navhda.org
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By Phil Swain

I

Lake Oswego, Oregon

sometimes need to prove to myself that bird hunting can be challenging, and that doing it right can be even more challenging. I’ll
discuss doing it right a little later in this article.
It was late October and I was grouse hunting with a friend near
Park Falls, Wisconsin. It wasn’t really raining, only misting and foggy
with no horizon, and the sky wasn’t visible because the clouds were
down in the tops of the trees. Late in the afternoon my hunting partner
and I headed into a swampy area, following a faint trail through the
hardwoods. Our plan was to cross the swampy area and come out on a
road four to five miles west of us. Dogs were pointing birds, we were
shooting, life was good, and we continued. After an hour or so, the
trail ended, the water was getting deeper, and daylight was fading. We
continued until it was almost fully dark. With visibility down to just a
few feet, and water knee to thigh deep, our hunt became challenging,
not fun. Eventually, it was so dark we were walking into trees. We
searched for, and found, a relatively dry spot out of the water and sat
down to rest and contemplate our situation. It was foolish to continue,
it was dark and would be dangerous because our sense of direction
was non-existent and visibility nil. Finally, around two in the morning, due to some advocacy from a hunting acquaintance, the local
sheriff’s department and their search and rescue tracker were notified
and came into the woods, searched for and found us, and lead us out.
We emerged on the road where we were originally headed just after
daylight, exhausted, wet, cold and hungry.
During the night, we had considered leaving the birds we had harvested in the swamp to lighten our load…
When things were going good for us in the above grouse hunt, we
were looking forward to celebrating the hunt over dinner later that
evening. However, when things got tough and we realized we were,
for all intents and purposes, lost, our hunting harvest didn’t seem so
important, thus the thought to discard the birds to lighten our load.
We were in unfamiliar territory and got lost. But, there are other
issues to think about in this story. All the normal questions such as:
Why didn’t you have a GPS? (Good ones weren’t available at that
time, and I couldn’t afford one anyway.) Did you have food, water, a
compass, a map? The answer to those questions was, again, no. We
were poorly prepared! Without proper preparation, our day of grouse
hunting had become considerably more challenging. Our focus became doing what was necessary to get ourselves and our dogs out of
the woods. In a stressful situation like this, because of our poor preparation, the attitude of respect for the game we harvested was lost—a
breach of hunting ethics.
The NAVHDA AIMS book states that one of the primary goals of
this association is to “serve the interests of game conservation … by
encouraging hunters to use dogs that are well trained in work before
and after the shot, on land and in the water.” My understanding of
conservation in the context of the AIMS is that using a trained dog
reduces the likelihood of losing a harvested bird that is either dead
or wounded. However, as I will discuss later in this article, as conservation-minded, ethical hunters concerned about game and the
preservation of both the hunting opportunity and game to pursue, our
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responsibility in conservation should go beyond not wanting to lose
a harvested bird.
Getting lost at night in a Wisconsin swamp may be an extreme example of a situation leading to potentially wasting game. But just consider the normal challenges of bird hunting. If you are hunting pheasant, the limit of birds may get pretty heavy as you walk several miles
back to your hunting vehicle. Because Chukar habitat is, by definition, rough country, trying to harvest the last bird to complete your
limit can push you toward the end of your physical ability. The bottom
line is that a successful hunt requires preparation in order to be able
to enjoy the experience. When a broader definition of conservation
than just not losing a downed bird and hunting ethics is added to our
preparation, knowledge becomes an additional, and key, component.
Dave Trahan, NAVHDA’s president, in his message in the February
VHD magazine pointed out that hunting and our work with dogs are
under attack. For those of us who want NAVHDA and our right and
ability to hunt to continue and be available to our children and grandchildren, we must be ethical hunters who know more about conservation than just harvesting game. We need to know something about
preserving; even growing populations of the game we hunt.
In the media and in the general public, there is a lot of misinformation about hunting. Many believe that game bird populations in
North America are impacted by the numbers of birds taken by hunters. However, during an interview with the Oregon Department of
Wildlife Upland Manager I learned that for Quail, Chukar and other
upland game birds with short lives and high reproductive potential, under modern regulations, it is difficult for hunters to harvest birds at a
level that would impact the population. For birds such as Sage-Grouse
and Sandhill Cranes, in areas where they are legally hunted, the season
and legal limits are very carefully controlled to prevent over-harvest.
This is because these birds are longer lived and have lower reproductive
rates. Therefore they have the potential of being impacted by hunter
take; thus, more restrictive regulations and limits for these birds. Another piece of misinformation is that game departments have regulations generated in an arbitrary manner. The ODFW interview and my
research into other states game management procedures indicates that
those “onerous” game regulations are formulated using research procedures and scientific information to enhance game bird populations and
sustainability. NAVHDA members interested in conservation and how
their local game regulations are developed should research and talk to
their state wildlife managers to better understand the how and why of
decision making to manage game bird populations. It is also important
to note that in many parts of the country, habitat is being destroyed not
in a malicious manner, but by encroaching urbanization and economic
development in natural areas. As roads, dwellings, wind towers etc.,
are built, and as farming methods improve to provide for fence-line to
fence-line plowing and harvesting, habitat is inexorably impacted.
While hunting may not necessarily impact bird populations, there
are ways we can cause damage. One example would be that many
of us live in states where we can train all year. Oregon, where I live,
is one of these. If we train in nesting areas or areas where chicks are
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being raised during breeding and hatching season (generally spring
and early summer) we may do damage to bird populations surviving
and being available for the fall hunt.
Participating with our NAVHDA conservation partner, Quail Forever can enable you to know more and become involved with ensuring we have Quail for hunting into the future. Understanding some
of the science related to how our game birds breed and survive is
also important. A good paper on the life of quail can be found at:
www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_022208.
pdf. Similarly, being a member and involved with Pheasants Forever
is another decision that can facilitate your status as an ethical, conservation-oriented hunter. A good paper on the National Pheasant Management Plan can be found at: nationalpheasantplan.org. An internet
search for information on Grouse and Chukar can also be productive
and helpful in gathering knowledge and insight into how the birds survive, reproduce and how best to help sustain populations of these birds.
The media is not the only place where information exists that may
not be completely correct. Among hunters there is anecdotal knowledge that may not reflect what science and research have shown. For
example, some believe that on a Quail or Chukar covey rise of six or
less birds, the covey is depleted and so no attempt should be made
to harvest birds from that covey. While I am not arguing with this
decision, some research indicates that reducing the number of birds
in a defined habitat may actually increase the survivability of the remaining birds. This research has shown that reducing the amount of
birds in a particular habitat area creates better survivability for the

Hunting Ethics Checklist

• Know, observe and comply with the law, limits, and licensing requirements.
• Respect the game. Be aware of declines in population and hunt
accordingly.
• Don’t trespass; ask for permission to use private land. If possible after
hunting, send a thank you note.
• Don’t litter: leave the habitat as clean , or cleaner, when you leave as
when you came.
• Don’t damage other people’s property (livestock, improvements,
habitat, road signs, etc.) For example making ruts in wet meadows or
using corral poles for firewood .
• Be considerate of other public land users. Share the road, campsites
and country.
• Don’t camp where you could block wildlife or livestock access to water
or salt locations.
• If you damage property admit it, fix it, or pay for it.
• If you open a gate close it.
• Keep your vehicles on existing roads or stable ground; don’t damage
soils, particularly in wet or snowy weather.
• If you kill it, process it properly, take it with you and enjoy the meal or
give it to someone who will enjoy it. DON’T WASTE GAME.
• Treat your dogs as the valuable workmates they are. Don’t blame the
dog for your mistakes or lousy aim. NEVER abuse your dog.
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remaining birds because there is less demand for available resources.
You need to know your habitat and the country you are hunting.
Another piece of anecdotal knowledge: If a hunter is finding only
hens when hunting Pheasant and, ultimately, a single rooster is found,
the rooster should not be harvested. Clearly, that is an ethical decision
because the area may actually have a sparse rooster population. That
is your choice. But, the probability also exists that the dog is just not
finding the roosters. Again, you need to know the habitat and country
you are hunting.
Here are a few pheasant facts. A pheasant rooster in the wild will
typically breed with up to 10 or even 12 hens, and some case studies
show they may be even more prolific. Another example of anecdotal knowledge is that, when winters are especially hard with heavy
snow, the weather and hunting pressure can reduce the breeding population enough to impact spring mating. Generally, if the habitat is
good, research has shown this is not the case. Pheasants, for example,
in heavy snow with adequate shelter habitat, can survive up to two
weeks without feeding. Conversely, without good habitat, after two or
three days of not eating, the pheasant has burned through fat reserves
and is burning muscle. If the pheasant burns too much muscle, even
if the weather improves, the bird may not have strength to feed and
survive. The key is habitat.
Similarly, and again, depending on habitat, Chukar can survive
heavy snow although they are known to move to relatively clear areas
near roads and creeks. This can make them easy targets for hunters, provided of course the hunters can get through the snow to where they are.
In this situation, i.e., birds in the road, hunting them may not conform
to the concept of being ethical and conservation-minded, although in
Chukar hunting some would call this revenge. In Oregon over the last
25 years, the Chukar season has only been closed twice due to heavy
snows. Interestingly, one of the main reasons for the closure was the
concern of game managers that hunters would unintentionally harass
deer and other big game animals that were struggling to survive.
There are many other anecdotal “rules” about hunting. There may
be some nugget of truth in all of them. In any event, as ethical hunters
interested in and supporting NAVHDA’s conservation goal, we should
research to ascertain factual information. In research and interviews
I have done for this article, habitat has consistently been identified
as the most important aspect of game bird survival. This is why our
membership and participation with NAVHDA’s conservation partners
is very important. These organizations are making a real difference in
habitat creation and maintenance.
In all of our discussions, both with fellow hunters and, especially,
with the non-hunting public, we are under scrutiny. How we discuss
the hunt and the birds we harvest needs to reflect that we are ethical
hunters. As NAVHDA members our knowledge of good conservation
practices and hunting with a well-trained dog creates an essential synergy in conveying these aims. Finally, especially in today’s environment, it is in our best interest, in order to preserve the dog and hunting
activities we enjoy, to be well-informed and knowledgeable, as well
as active participants with NAVHDA’s conservation partners.
www.navhda.org
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FULL
CIRCLE
FARE By Dennis Normile
Princeton, New Jersey

Making goose breast pastrami takes just four basic steps:
Trim, Brine, Rub and Smoke
Trim:
Bone and skin goose breasts, about a dozen at a time.
Remove as much silver skin as possible.
Brine:
Prepare brine, bring to a boil:
1 gal water
¾ c. Kosher salt
½ c brown sugar (granulated sugar works as well)
2 tbsp. pickling spice
2 tsp cure #2, sodium nitrite
4 garlic cloves, crushed with side of a knife
Cool

Smokin’
Goose Breast
Pastrami

Marinate 2-3 days. (wet cure)
Rinse, dry on rack in refrigerator for 1-2 days. (dry cure)
Rub:
Brush lightly with apple cider and roll in pastrami spice (easy as
4,3,2,1)
4 tbsp. coriander
3 tbsp. black pepper
2 tbsp. sugar
Extras to make it your own:
1 tsp. of any (or all) mustard powder, smoked paprika, garlic powder,
onion powder, ground juniper berries, pepper flakes or dry chili’s
Place on rack to dry overnight in the refrigerator.
Smoke:
Smoke with fruit wood like apple, with apple cider in liquid pan, at
175° until internal temp 140°. About 1 ½ to 2 ½ hours.
Chill, vacuum pack and refrigerate.

Pastrami Reuben

Thick cut rye bread, Russian dressing,
.
Cole slaw, Swiss cheese,
Pickle & Fresh made chips

Help fellow NAVHDA members eat what we hunt by
sending in your recipes! Email your recipe and photo to the
NAVHDA Office at navoffice@navhda.org with
“Full Circle Fare” in the subject line.

NICKOLAS KLEM
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AVOIDING INJURIES IN
VERSATILE HUNTING DOGS
T

TO ATTAIN A WINNING EDGE

he unwavering courage and
desire bird dogs demonstrate while hunting or running in NAVHDA tests are nothing
short of amazing. Because sporting dogs have no quit in doing
what they love, the respect and
care you have for your dog are
important in minimizing his or
her risk of injury.
The dynamics involved in understanding the stress tests put on a
dog and how to safely train are
key to achieving an optimal ﬁeld
performance. What’s more, bird
dogs are among the canine athletes that are beneﬁtting from
advances in sports medicine and
rehabilitation. Trainers who partner with sports medicine veterinarians reap knowledge about
little things that can make a big
diﬀerence in a dog’s performance.
Pro retriever trainer Mike
Lardy of Handjem Kennels in Montello, Wisconsin,
teamed up with sports medicine veterinarians at the
Purina Canine Sports Medicine Symposium this past fall
at Purina Farms in Gray Summit, Missouri, to discuss the
little things that can make a big diﬀerence in a dog’s
performance.
“We look for little things and take notes on our dogs’
progress every day,” says Lardy, whose training program
centers on respect and care for the dogs. “Some trainers
think the more training, the better, but that’s not the case.”
Follow Lardy’s tips, which are helpful across the board
for all sporting dogs, on proper training, conditioning and
care to help keep your dog healthy and prevent injuries
in the ﬁeld.
• DO Take It Slowly In training, it’s a long haul to get
from a puppy to a ﬁnished hunting dog. Do not progress
to advanced training until your dog masters the basics.
Injuries can be the consequence of doing too much too
soon. Don’t forget to also take time to warm up your
dog before every training session.
• DON’T Forget Your ABCs During training, stress
the ABCs, or Attitude, Balance and Control. A dog
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should be obedient, independent
and focused when performing a
given task. As a trainer, you should
ﬁnd the right combination of
positive reinforcement and correction with success and failure.
Maintaining these principles are
crucial to your dog’s ﬁeld success.
• DO Take Notes During each
training session with your dog,
take notes on his or her progress
on every skill. Your notes can help
you detect slight changes in your
dog’s performance and help identify a potential injury sooner.
• DON’T Downplay Downtime
Downtime is important. Your dog
needs a vacation from the ﬁeld just
as you need one from the real world.
For example, every year, Lardy gives
his dogs six weeks oﬀ, plus a weekend to rest after every two trials.
You can apply Lardy’s strategy
with your versatile hunting dog.
• DO Supplement with Conditioning Exercises such
as roading, water sprints and kayak conditioning increase
a dog’s aerobic base and decrease his or her risk of
injury. Simply put, a well-conditioned dog has a better
physical performance.
• DON’T Ignore the Little Things Your dog’s physical
and mental soundness matters. Be sensitive to his or
her abilities and attitude. If your dog seems oﬀ, there’s
a reason. Should you notice anything awry in your dog’s
ﬁeld performance, stop physical activity and get your
dog to the veterinarian.
• DO Establish a Feeding Schedule The frequency
and timing of feeding makes a diﬀerence in your dog’s
ﬁeld performance. Bird dogs should
work on an empty stomach, so it’s
best to feed once a day in the
evening after your dog has had
ample time to cool down from the
day’s activities.
For more information about optimal
nutrition for sporting dogs, please
visit www.proplansport.com. ■
www.navhda.org
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Living Up To The efforT, Time and TrUsT!

THE RUFFED GROUSE SOCIETY –
PRESERVING FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS:

HEALTHY FORESTS
ABUNDANT WILDLIFE
SPORTING TRADITIONS

“Jager “

The Best in Electronic Dog Training Equipment, Sales,
Trades, Repairs, Parts and Great Customer Service!

Join Today!
RuffedGrouseSociety.Org
1-888-564-6747

800-430-2010 www.collarclinic.com
1517 Northern Star Dr. Traverse City MI 49696

Photo by Nancy Anisﬁeld

DEUTSCH KURZHAAR

NAVHDAad2015V3.indd 1

7/1/2015 3:53:25 PM

The Original
German Shorthair

Deutsch Kurzhaar has provided the foot hunter with a powerful
versatile hunting partner, developed through a performance based
testing system and breeding program that enhance the overall
conformation set forth by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband.
Visit our website at WWW.NADKC.ORG to learn more
about a perfect blend of trainability, versatility and
desire in your next hunting dog.
Contact one of the many breeders in your area to
discuss all the benefits of the Deutsch Kurzhaar.
Like us and follow us on Facebook at
North American Deutsch Kurzhaar Club.
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NAVHDA Test Results
FLORIDA PALMETTO
Utility Test
ALDE’S TRUE BLUE

ABANDONED GAME IN DESIRE

03/11/2017

2017-0007

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
VI 2.91 148 None

Owner
MARA D FIZDALE

I CLAUDIUS
VI 6.92 177 III
RIDGEHAVEN’S SALT OF LIFE
GW 2.81 147 III
TALLULAH REDHEAD
VI 2.19 191 II
JUDGES: ROBERT T SWEZEY, JOHN F RUDY III, GEOFFREY D FERRER

FLORIDA PALMETTO

Natural Ability
ARPI
CLADDAGH’S GENESIS
FOUR POINT’S ALOUETTE
FRIEDELSHEIM’S LIL STORM BREWIN’
RIVER SMOKE’S FLYING DUTCHMAN

03/12/2017

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
VI 10.29 112 I
GW 14.35 97 II
SM 10.84 107 I
GS 11.68 112 I
GR 12.23 74 None

MARA D FIZDALE
WADE M LARIVIERE
MARA D FIZDALE

2017-0008

Owner
MARTIN ANDREANSKY
MICHAEL J SERDYNSKI
TROY ERICKSON
JOSEPH M KLINE
SAMI SAHAB

SAN DIEGO

Natural Ability
BLACK SAGE’S CAZADORA
BLITZGENT’S ELDORADO
CAPSTONE’S BROWN EYED GIRL

TEETH: BUTT BITE 101,201,301&401

03/17/2017

SAN DIEGO

03/18/2017

Utility Preparatory Test
FLEMING’S JAKE FROM ESHOD
SIEGERVALE’S LUCY IN THE SKY
Utility Test
BOONES FARM MACINTOSH
BRIARFIELDS AUTUMN CONNECTION
GRIFFIN BLUES COLTRANE

LONE STAR

HIGH STANDARD’S CORY
PP 2.41 181 II
JUDGES: CRAIG R MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN A KOHNKE, LARRY M STONE

03/04/2017

2017-0009

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
BURLEY VELOUR FOG OKSEL
GR 15.68 86 III
TODD J BURLEY
MARQUIS KINGSTON KNOX
GR 16.00 101 II
MOLLY SMITH
RIO CONCHO LILLY OF THE VALLEY
GS 14.65 107 I
DAVID A EGGER
STANDING STONES COMPANION
GS 14.81 112 I
JEFF SIKORA
STANDING STONES LOCK AND LOAD
GS 11.19 110 I
TOM SURGENT
STANDING STONES LOLA BUNNY
GS 10.23 103 II
ETHAN M PIPPITT
Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
ATTICUS DEL RIO CONCHO AVE BURLANDO
GS 2.92 194 I
MARK P SANTOS
SCK ADELINA ON THE BAYOU
GS 3.76 126 None
PETER M ARMSTRONG
JUDGES: DANIEL G WITTMAN, JOHN MOFFETT, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY

LONE STAR

Natural Ability
CEDARWOODS BEAU TEXAS
CEDARWOODS JAEGR TEXAS

03/05/2017

2017-0010

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 7.61 112 I
PP 11.58 112 I

Owner
PETER A SOBIESKI
STEPHEN LUNDY

GRANDVIEW GUNNER IV
JAEGER SHARPSHOOTER IN THE FIELD
JAKE LAKE
MUSTAIN’S COHEN VON BLAZING

GR 15.71 112 I
GS 9.77 110 I
GR 14.13 112 I
SM 15.23 98 III

CHARLES G CAMAROTTE
ALAN H SUMMERS
APRIL K LAKE
JEFFERY FULGHAM

PRAIRIE PEAK’S ALTER EGO ANTLER
STANDIN STONES I GOT DIBS

SM 13.87 112
GS 14.84 112

I
I

KEVIN T HALE
JOSHUA P HOPSON

STELLAR VISTA GULF COAST

GR

II

DEVIN TETTLETON

TEETH: EXTRA 105

TEETH: UNDERSHOT
TEETH: BUTT BITE
Gun Sensitive

STONYRIDGE TIKA

9.29 103

GR 13.52 110 I
GREG CALDERWOOD
JUDGES: DANIEL G WITTMAN, JOHN MOFFETT, JONATHAN PARANJOTHY

CAROLINAS

Natural Ability
AUX LAKE W MAZIE GIRL
NIXIE VOM STILLWATER
SCHWARZWALD’S FOLSON PRISON BLUES
SCHWARZWALD’S FOSTER’S SHADOW
SCHWARZWALD’S FRANK’S OLD 12 GAUGE

03/18/2017

2017-0011

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 13.45 108 I
GS 10.10 101 II
GW 12.81 102 III
GW 12.81 112 I
GW 12.81 98 III

Owner
RON T SCALF
TATE D STRATTON
JACOBY P GLENNY
DENNIS FOSTER
FRANK BOSTICK

SCHWARZWALD’S SHE’S SO FINE BLACK BETTY
GW 12.81 102 III
SHARP SHOOTERS PARKER
GS 9.35 112 I
SUNDANCE BODACIOUS BEAUREGARD
GS 9.45 112 I
SUNDANCE COOPER
GS 13.48 110 I
SUNDANCE MARVIN GAYE
GS 13.48 112 I
JUDGES: RONALD J STOTT, RIC KILDOW, WILLIAM B COSDON

KYLE T HOUGH
JOHN T WILSON
SCOTT JOHNSON
KENNETH W SAUBIER
JASON C HINES

TEETH: MISSING 405

CAROLINAS

Natural Ability
AVA VOM HARTRIEGEL
NJORD VOM STILLWATER
OTTOMUS VON PRIME
REBELLIOUS ROCKIN’ RUGER
TEETH: MISSING 305&405

03/19/2017

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GW 10.13 112
GS 10.13 105
GS 11.94 66
GS 11.77 80

Prz
I
II
None
None

GS 12.71 98

III MARY CATHERINE BALDRIDGE

GS 12.71 112
WM 10.68 112
WM 10.68 107

I
I
I

TEETH: MISSING 105,205,305&405
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SAN DIEGO

Natural Ability
BLUESTEM’S WINCHESTER

2017-0014

Prz
II
None
Prz
III
II
I

Owner
DAVID M GIORGI
BLAKE A LANGLAND
Owner
GREGORY J WEISS
CAROL R CRONK
GARY K JOHNSON
STEVE P ENGELGAU

03/19/2017

2017-0015

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GR 10.23 106 I

Owner
SHAUN HOOGEWIND

BOONES FARM DUTCH
BRITTA V.ALLEN JAGDEN
CHAMPAGNE’S CANIS MAJOR

PP 12.35 112 I
GW 10.03 87 None
GS 12.81 108 I

RON H MEANS
KENNETH D HUDSON
MARK VAN SICKLE

CHAMPAGNE’S URSA MAJOR
DREAMWORKS IMAGE
MIEL SUR LE DELAVAN

GS 12.81 98
PP 8.19 112
BS 10.06 87

MARK VAN SICKLE
PAUL E PEREZ
TIMOTHY M SHEPARD

TEETH: EXTRA 105

TEETH: UNDERSHOT 101,201,301&401

TEETH: MISSING 405 & USED BIRD AT WATER

II
I
III

SPINFANDEL BAMBINO DI PARADISO
SP 9.87 112 I
STONESTHROW’S LIZZY
PP 15.97 112 I
VJK-MYST DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
GS 12.10 98 III
JUDGES: CRAIG R MCLAUGHLIN, RUTH A WEISS, LARRY M STONE

VERA E KINCAID
LAURIE J KOHNKE
SUSAN L STUTZ

RAPPAHANNOCK

2017-0016

03/25/2017

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
JUNIPER CREEKS CHEWY BOOTS PENNY
PP 15.39 110 I
LEAPING DOG’S LOUIE LOUIE WE GOTTA GO NOW GR 14.00 77 None
Gun Sensitive

RASMUSSEN’S DAKOTA STAFFORD

TEETH: ALL INCISORS UNDERSHOT

SM 12.26 112

I

Owner
DANIEL E HOWELL
SHARON C MORELAND
JASON W SCARBROUGH

RIPSNORTER’S LATE FOR DINNER
PP 14.00 100 III
MATTHEW BREECE
SCHULHAUS MASTER CHARLES
GS 11.16 100 III
MICHAEL R KEYES
Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
BLHSMOKINGDARTHVADAR
GS 2.05 177 II
DOUGLAS R HARRISON
WHISKEYTOWN STONEHENGE MIDNIGHT MOON GR 3.70 177 III
STEPHANIE R MARTIN
JUDGES: GLENN A BASKO, JOSEPH S ZAWADOWSKI, JAMES NORFLEET

RAPPAHANNOCK

03/26/2017

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
KILLBUCK’S II KATHERINE
PP 9.23 110 I
STONEHENGE LILY
GR 12.10 112 I
STONEHENGE MOON MEET U AT THE POINT
GR 12.10 112 I
WINKELMAN’S TIGER LILLY FREILAUFEN
GS 10.68 96 III
JUDGES: GLENN A BASKO, JOSEPH S ZAWADOWSKI, JAMES NORFLEET

2017-0017

Owner
ROXANN CRONER
BRIAN MCCLURE
JERRI A STANLEY
JAMES L WELLS

Owner
MARSHALL P CONRAD
BRUCE A MORTENSEN
JUSTIN B COURTNEY
SEBASTIAN K SAKOWICZ

SKYVIEW’S RIP-N-KAMIKAZE KIMBER
SOUTHPAW & OTTERCREEK HALLIE BELLE
SOUTHPAW’S OTTERCREEK IDLE LOW

SOUTHPAW’S OTTERCREEK ZZ’S STRIDE N’ SADIE MAE WM 10.68 112 I
STANDING STONES PEARL HANDLED SHOOTER
GS 11.68 110 I
JUDGES: RONALD J STOTT, RIC KILDOW, WILLIAM B COSDON

TEETH: BUTT BITE 101,201,301,302&401

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GS 2.99 171
GS 2.68 144
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
PP 3.07 161
GS 5.97 167
GS 4.27 204

2017-0012

SKYVIEW’S FLOYD GOOSE BALDRIDGE
USED BIRD AT WATER

Owner
BRIAN HOLLAND
J P HENDRICKS
H RICHARD BYRNE

HARDTRIGGER’S LORD RIDGE CODY
PP 10.90 112 I
JEFFREY S MAYER
LAKOTA HILLS CANYON WIND MARIAH
GS 6.97 112 I
KAREN R VOYER
TALL TIMBER JJ
PP 8.74 106 I
JONATHAN GALLAGHER
VJK-MYST GARBONITA’S FOR YOUR EYES ONLY
GS 12.03 112 I
JULIE A THATE
VJK-MYST THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH
GS 12.03 98 III YVONNE HASSLER-DETERDING
WILD ROSE AMERICAN DREAM
GS 8.68 112 I
DEBRA BARKLEY
WILD ROSE AMERICAN SPIRIT
GS 8.68 100 III
DEBRA BARKLEY
JUDGES: CRAIG R MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN A KOHNKE, LARRY M STONE

SHRAMKO PENLEE CRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION
VI 9.58 108 II
PATRICE SHRAMKO
SHRAMKO TOWN AND COUNTRY
VI 15.87 95 III
PATRICE SHRAMKO
TIDEVIEW JAGER
PP 6.55 108 II
PHILLIP ROTH
TIMBERDOODLE MEIKA
WM 13.55 95 III
PATRICK SOFFREDINE
ZOE XXVIII
GS 13.35 110 I
ENRIQUE FERNANDEZ PEREZ
JUDGES: ROBERT T SWEZEY, JOHN F RUDY III, GEOFFREY D FERRER

USED BIRD AT WATER

2017-0013

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GS 8.32 110 I
PP 13.13 90 III
GR 13.45 110 I

LESLIE E HALL
BRANDON T SIMS
MEREDITH E WADSWORTH
PAUL C GUAY
ROCKY COOLEY

Versatile Hunting Dog •
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THE FORUM
CLASSIFIEDS
Got something to sell? Why not advertise
with us! We have online classifieds available
through the NAVHDA store and also magazine classifieds and regular ad sizes. For more
information, go to our website (www.navhda.
org) under “Advertise with Us” for full details.
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Classifieds must be paid for and submitted through
the NAVHDA Store at www.navhdastore.org in
the “Pre-Pay VHD Ads” section. All classified
ads are limited to 35 words and price is $35.00
for all categories. Submission deadline for classifieds is the first of the month before the month
of issue. For example: deadline for July issue is
June 1st.
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And some other important stuff
you really should think about reading...
Be sure to send in your litter or dog’s registration early. If a dog is
not registered, they will not be allowed to run in any NAVHDA tests.

Kennel Name Applications
Kennel Name
ORION HUNTING
TECH ED GRIFF
KINEO
PIPESTAR
WILLOW CREEK

To all members: please keep your contact and mailing information
up to date. Email the international office at navoffice@navhda.org
with any changes.

Breed Owners
PP
GR
GS
GR
GW

LOUIS A GROSS
JOSEPH E LASS
GLENN W. FLANDERS
JASON S. RICE
LOREN C. TACKETT

These applications for registration of kennel names have been
received by the NAVHDA Registry. Any objections must be written
and submitted to Steve Brodeur, Registrar, NAVHDA, PO Box 520,
Arlington Hts, IL 60006, on or before June 1, 2017. To obtain registration forms, write the Registrar at the above address or go to www.
navhda.org.
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The International office is having problems reading many of the
application requests for both registry and membership. Please type
the application or write clearly, as this is very time consuming. Also,
when attaching documents to the International office email for registrations, please attach a pdf file. Look at what you are attaching
before sending, because the office is having problems getting blank
applications, and the attachments are not readable. The files need to
be 8”x11”, and not dark.
We are always looking for fun photos, quotes, short training tips
and anything else that you’d like to share in The Forum. Please send
them to navoffice@navhda.org.

Versatile Hunting Dog •

www.navhda.org
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THE VHD NEEDS YOU!
Do you have a question, concern or issue that would best be
addressed from a woman’s perspective? The VHD Magazine will
be launching a new column, Women’s Wisdom, written by and for
our women hunters and versatile hunting dog enthusiasts to take
on some of the more unique aspects experienced by women when
participating in NAVHDA activities. We are looking for ideas and article submissions on anything and everything that may appeal to
our women members, including novice dog handling, preparing for
testing, hunting and training. What do women want to know about?
Share your experiences, questions and ideas by submitting to Wight
Greger at wight.greger@gmail.com.

May 2017

Versatile Hunting Dog •

Coming in November: NAVHDA’s Influential Dogs!
Have a particularly influential dog? Want to be considered for a spot in the NAVHDA’s Influential Dogs Issue
in November? Send a 120 word description of why
your dog should be considered, along with 6-8 bullet
points listing your dog’s relevant accomplishments
(Breeders Awards and/or other particularly notable
awards, etc.), to navoffice@navhda.org and be sure to
put “Influential Dogs” in the subject line. Applications
should be received no later than August 1, 2017.

www.navhda.org
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2017 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
Date

May 5-7
May 5-7
May 6-7
May 6-7
May 6
May 6-7
May 7
May 13-14
May 13
May 14
May 19
May 19-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 20-21
May 26-28
May 27-28
Jun 2-4
Jun 2-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 3-4
Jun 9-11
Jun 9
Jun 9-11
Jun 10-11
Jun 10-11
Jun 10-11
Jun 10-11
Jun 10-11
Jun 17-18
Jun 24-25
Jul 15-16
Aug 4-6
Aug 4-6
Aug 4-6
Aug 5-6
Aug 11-13
Aug 11-13
Aug 12-13
Aug 12-13
Aug 18-20
Aug 18-20
Aug 18-20
Aug 18-20
Aug 19-20
Aug 19-20
Aug 19-20
Aug 19-20
Aug 19-20
Aug 25-27
Aug 25-27
Aug 25-27
Aug 25-27
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Chapter/Location

Treasure Valley
Willamette Valley
Finger Lakes
Heartland
Heartland
Chesapeake
Heartland
Pocono Mountain
Appalachian Valley
Appalachian Valley
Hudson Valley
Pacific Northwest
Kentuckiana
Northern Illinois
Rocky Mountain
Central Indiana
Southern Tier Of New York
Southern New England
Wisconsin River
Minnesota
Keystone
Merrimack Valley
Buckeye
Midwest Tri State
Southeastern Michigan
Shenango
Illowa
Sebasticook
Treasure Valley
Southern Adirondack
North Central Wisconsin
Minnesota
Ontario Grand River
Mokan
North Central Wisconsin
Delaware Valley
Quebec City
Brew City Navhda
Rock Tavern
Hawkeye
Yankee
Central Oregon
Big Sky
Kettle Moraine
Central Oregon
Red River Valley
St Croix
Toronto Ontario
Northern Michigan
Pocono Mountain
Kettle Moraine
Montreal
Alaska Yukon
Willamette Valley
Heartland
Eastern Quebec
Frontier
Wisconsin River
Hawkeye
Prairie Vista Navhda
Central Dakota
Minnesota
Great Central Valley
Brew City Navhda
Kettle Moraine
Rocky Mountain
Southern Minnesota
Ottawa Valley
Merrimack Valley
Northern Michigan
North Central Wisconsin
Midwest Tri State

ID
OR
NY
NE
NE
VA
NE
PA
OH
OH
NY
WA
IN
WI
CO
IN
NY
CT
WI
MN
PA
NH
OH
SD
MI
PA
IA
ME
ID
NY
WI
MN
ON
KS
WI
NJ
QC
WI
NY
IA
ME
OR
MT
WI
OR
ND
MN
ON
MI
PA
WI
QC
AK
OR
NE
QC
WY
WI
IA
AB
ND
MN
CA
WI
WI
CO
WI
ON
NH
MI
WI
SD

Test Type

NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Contact

Penny Masar
Nancy Breuner
Denise Yard
Amber Tolzin
Amber Tolzin
Daphne Gray
Amber Tolzin
Dane Smith
Vincent Wehrle
Vincent Wehrle
Ann Bagnell
Brandon Smith
Patrick Mcminn
Michael Neiduski
Phillip Goodwin
Brad Hunter
Daniel Kremers
Joshua Flowers
Anne Zeches
Denise Kossan
John Wolfe
Joanna Korte
Mark Fraley
Anitra Balchan
Charles Shepherd
Marion Siebert
Michelle Wilbers
Marie Wade
Penny Masar
Leon Hairie
Bradley Meer
Deb Letcher
Jan Wolff
Shelley Banzhaf
Bradley Meer
Daniel Czarniak
Benoit Martineau
Adam Roth
Jane De Casteja
Donald Cross
Alexander Runyon
Larry Stone
Marcus Troyer
Scott Semrad
Larry Stone
Steven Buck
R Carey Mcmillan
Pat Pacitti
David Nordquist
Kyle Hough
Michael Corbett
Annie Ulrich
Dori Hollingsworth
Nancy Breuner
Shelley Banzhaf
Étienne Canuel
Cheryl Aguiar
Anne Zeches
Donald Cross
Edie Stelkovics
Mary Anne Mckenzie
Tammy Hill
Russell Cleland
Adam Roth
David Anderson
Phillip Goodwin
Monica Redmond
Brian Hargreaves
Joanna Korte
Jeff Ebert
Bradley Meer
Anitra Balchan

Versatile Hunting Dog •

Telephone

208/278 5550
541/389 6353
315/212 9579
712/249 5585
712/249 5585
804/493 7354
712/249 5585
904/334 2944
614/519 8764
614/519 8764
610/304 6047
425/280 4921
502/292 9082
636/795 5967
720/839 9657
317/914 3512
315/420 3764
845/661 8354
608/334 5022
320/358 0183
610/613 1482
603/664 5394
330/843 3711
520/235 5541
248/240 4801
412/751 0214
563/672 3291
207/778 4868
208/278 5550
518/871 1816
715/313 4088
952/994 1459
519/759 1674
785/220 0068
715/313 4088
609/351 8732
418/839 6273
414/840 4308
845/351 2870
641/521 4445
207/841 0630
541/280 5602
406/899 2214
414/614 9810
541/280 5602
701/729 6483
715/234 3044
416/737 9487
989/356 4160
570/818 4090
920/419 0543
450/501 3499
907/491 0393
541/389 6353
785/220 0068
418/248 0324
970/231 9965
608/334 5022
641/521 4445
403/660 0144
701/425 1293
218/263 3424
530/340 5255
414/840 4308
920/360 1040
720/839 9657
608/385 9194
613/795 7332
603/664 5394
231/838 5676
715/313 4088
520/235 5541

www.navhda.org

E-mail

pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
nbreuner@yahoo.com
deb422@gmail.com
atolzin1992@gmail.com
atolzin1992@gmail.com
windstormgsp@aol.com
atolzin1992@gmail.com
daneesmith@gmail.com
vinw99@yahoo.com
vinw99@yahoo.com
annbagnell@gmail.com
smith.cornerstone@gmail.com
patrickmcminn@gmail.com
michael.neiduski@gmail.com
phil.goodwin@diogeneslab.com
bahunter@att.net
dkremers@gmail.com
flowersjosh@att.net
zeches1@charter.net
rockcreekpudelpointers@gmail.com
wolfejohn88@yahoo.com
joannakorte@gmail.com
mpfraley7@gmail.com
anitrabalchan@gmail.com
cwshepherd@sbcglobal.net
sieset@comcast.net
michelle@brushdale.com
uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
lhairie@aol.com
bradmeer@yahoo.com
letchers@mchsi.com
vizslat@rogers.com
huskersinkansas@hotmail.com
bradmeer@yahoo.com
dczarniak@yahoo.com
benoitmartineau1@gmail.com
ttgwi@hotmail.com
jdec@optonline.net
djcross@iowatelecom.net
runyon@maine.rr.com
larrystone@bendbroadband.com
lmtroyer@hotmail.com
scsemrad@gmail.com
larrystone@bendbroadband.com
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
info@grousepointkennels.com
patpacitti@rogers.com
aka_deadeye@charter.net
kyle@schwarzwaldkennels.com
mfcorbett1951@gmail.com
sbrodeur07@gmail.com
dori@gci.net
nbreuner@yahoo.com
huskersinkansas@hotmail.com
ecanuel@arpentagecds.com
cheryl@e-trainingfordogs.com
zeches1@charter.net
djcross@iowatelecom.net
vicwin@outlook.com
maryanne.mckenzie@yahoo.com
thhill@mchsi.com
russ@motherlodegundogs.com
ttgwi@hotmail.com
dave@andersonhome.org
phil.goodwin@diogeneslab.com
monicaredmond@live.com
brian.hargreaves@rogers.com
joannakorte@gmail.com
jeff.ebert@rocketmail.com
bradmeer@yahoo.com
anitrabalchan@gmail.com
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Date

Aug 25-27
Aug 25-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Aug 26-27
Sep 1-3
Sep 2-3
Sep 2-4
Sep 8-10
Sep 8-10
Sep 8-10
Sep 8-10
Sep 8-10
Sep 9-10
Sep 9-10
Sep 22-24
Sep 22-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 23-24
Sep 30-Oct 1
Oct 7-8
Oct 7-8
Oct 13-15
Oct 14-15
Nov 3-5
Dec 2-3

Chapter/Location

Southeastern Michigan
Hudson Valley
Finger Lakes
Wild Rose
Quebec City
Central Indiana
Hickory Run
Red River Valley
St Croix
Wisconsin
Southern Adirondack
Minnesota
New Brunswick
Sebasticook
Shenango
Yankee
Pacific Northwest
Treasure Valley
Ontario Grand River
Minnesota
Illowa
Central Oregon
Appalachian Valley
Northern Illinois
Toronto Ontario
Delmarva
Southern New England
Keystone
Potomac
Southern Tier Of New York
Spoon River
Illinois
Pocono Mountain
Heartland
Carolinas
Southern California
Texas

MI
NY
NY
AB
QC
IN
PA
ND
MN
WI
NY
MN
NB
ME
PA
ME
WA
ID
ON
MN
IA
OR
OH
WI
ON
DE
CT
PA
MD
NY
IL
IL
PA
NE
NC
CA
TX

Test Type

NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Contact

Telephone

Contact

Telephone

Contact

Telephone

Charles Shepherd
Ann Bagnell
Denise Yard
Vito Caramia
Benoit Martineau
Brad Hunter
George Nichols
Steven Buck
Ralph Sobkowicz
Steve Harmeyer
Leon Hairie
Bryan Thomas
Paige Pettis
Marie Wade
Marion Siebert
Alexander Runyon
Brandon Smith
Penny Masar
Jan Wolff
Jason Mckinzie
Bobette Benson
Larry Stone
Vincent Wehrle
Michael Neiduski
Pat Pacitti
Marc St Jean
Joshua Flowers
John Wolfe
James Norfleet
Daniel Kremers
Randy Ashman
Mark Belew
Dane Smith
Pamela Robinson
Fred Rice
Patricia Beaver
Gregory Kadesch

248/240 4801
610/247 1461
315/212 9579
780/478 1174
418/839 6273
317/914 3512
570/406 6044
701/729 6483
218/283 2454
920/668 8619
518/871 1816
612/916 3737
506/999 4746
207/778 4868
412/751 0214
207/841 0630
425/280 4921
208/278 5550
519/759 1674
763/442 7005
309/337 7708
541/280 5602
614/519 8764
636/795 5967
416/737 9487
302/698 5356
845/661 8354
610/613 1482
703/727 4853
315/420 3764
217/840 6681
224/430 3356
904/334 2944
402/202 6140
573/819 9542
951/662 1934
817/271 7878

E-mail

cwshepherd@sbcglobal.net
annbagnell@gmail.com
deb422@gmail.com
cvito@telus.net
benoitmartineau1@gmail.com
bahunter@att.net
georgenichols3@gmail.com
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
rsobkowicz@hotmail.com
kckennel@gmail.com
lhairie@aol.com
b-thoma@comcast.net
paigepettis@hotmail.com
uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
sieset@comcast.net
runyon@maine.rr.com
smith.cornerstone@gmail.com
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
vizslat@rogers.com
mckinzie75@hotmail.com
spinoni@louisacomm.net
larrystone@bendbroadband.com
vinw99@yahoo.com
michael.neiduski@gmail.com
patpacitti@rogers.com
marc@tnias.org
flowersjosh@att.net
wolfejohn88@yahoo.com
n2bama@comcast.net
dkremers@gmail.com
rashman@usd116.org
markbelew1@sbcglobal.net
daneesmith@gmail.com
probinson6@neb.rr.com
fredrice321@gmail.com
pabeaver2@aol.com
silvermallard@1scom.net

2017 NAVHDA Special Events
Date

Sep 14-17

Chapter/Location		 Event
Buckeye/Bloomingdale, OH		

Invitational

NAVHDA Office

847/253-6488

E-mail

navoffice@navhda.org

2018 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
Date

Jun 2-3

Chapter/Location
Illowa

IA

Test Type
NA

Michelle Wilbers

563/672 3291

E-mail

michelle@brushdale.com

The most recent versions of these calendars are available on the NAVHDA Web site at www.navhda.org.

Help Wanted!

The 2017 NAVHDA Invitational is in need of volunteers to help
with the test.
Whether you are going to observe or going to support a
friend, now is the time to start planning your trip to the big
event. When making your arrangements, be sure to plan on giving a day to help with the work. You will still be able to support
friends and watch the test.
As you know, the organization is run by volunteers. This large
event requires about 45 volunteers each and every day. If every
person attending would help for just one day, we would have
sufficient help for the test. Please consider to volunteer for a day.

May 2017

Versatile Hunting Dog •

When you volunteer, you will be given instructions on your
position and plenty of guidance. Most of the assignments are
not hard, and do not require a lot of physical labor. It is fun and
exciting!
By helping, you will learn more about the test, watch great
dogs, see old friends, make new ones, and have a good time.
Over the years I have made many friends at these events and
can’t wait to get there and see them again. I guarantee that you
will enjoy the experience.
Again – please help.
		 
~ Gary Engebretson, Volunteer Coordinator

www.navhda.org
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Seek, Point, & Retrieve
call

844-251-2652 for your no-obligation issue!

As a member of NAVHDA, you want
your versatile dog to do it all. For
20 years, The Pointing Dog Journal
has been helping hunting dog
owners do just that.

Written by experts for experts
and those who want to be.
Visit our website at www.pointingdogjournal.com
to order a current, no-obligation examination issue of
The Pointing Dog Journal — the Sporting Dog Authority.
Visit www.pointingdogjournal.com

NAVHDA members are eligible for a special
$5 savings off our regular subscription
price – so you can get yours for only $21.95
for six issues!
• 6 great issues a year
• Special e-mail articles of our
Traveling Wingshooter gamebird forecasts
• Access to our exclusive online content
that includes a bulletin board, articles,
and video shooting tips.

